
MT. FUJI SUMMER SIGHTSEEING  (2518202A) 
 
TOUR DATE:  Saturday, July 21 
 

TOUR COST: $59 Adult     $45 Junior (17 ~ 12)     $40 Child (11 ~ 4)     $17 Infant 
 

MILEAGE:  300 km 
 

DESCRIPTION: 
The iconic Mt. Fuji has long been regarded as the most sacred and prestigious mountain in Japan. So much so, that it has 
been illustrated in most various art forms: paintings, drawings, photography, poems, songs, even sculpture and 
architecture. The base of the mountain is surrounded with dense countryside and mystic forests and culturally rich 
communities. First stop of Fuji Peace Park, with its white Pagoda soaring high into the sky, provides the perfect photo 
opportunity for Mt. Fuji (weather permitting). Drive up to Mt. Fuji 5th Station that situated at 7,683 feet high above sea level 
where you could enjoy the panoramic view of the forest around Mt. Fuji/the summit of it (weather permitting). To 
understand more about Mt. Fuji and the surrounding area we will visit Fujisan World Heritage Center - opened June 2016 
that could be feel bird’s-eye view, changes of worships, derived culture, histories and more about Mt. Fuji.  Next stop at 
the foot of Mt. Fuji will be the Sengen-jinja, a shrine dedicated to Princess Konohanasakuya, the Shinto deity of Mount 
Fuji. The path leading up to the shrine is lined with towering cypress trees and mossy stone lanterns and is actually the 
start of the Fujiyoshida Mt. Fuji climbing trail. On the tour last, we will take you to Oshino Hakkai area to see the famous 
eight ponds resulting from the eruption of Mt. Fuji and traditional houses of the small village (http://bit.ly/MTFUJI). 
 

CANCELLATION POLICY: 
Cancellations can be made by phone or walk-in during ITT Office hours of operation. 

If guest cancellation is made by July 18 - 100% Refund 

If guest cancellation is made on July 19 - 10% deductible is assessed 

If guest cancellation is made on July 20 - 30% deductible is assessed 

All other cancellations or failure to show for tour - No Refund 
 
MEALS: 
It is recommended that you bring food or enough yen to cover the cost of meals and snacks. 
 
SPECIAL NOTES: 
Please notify ITT staff of any special needs you may have that may impact the tour; e.g. wheelchair 
accessibility, physical or health disabilities, etc. 
 
Wear layered clothing and comfortable shoes for maximum comfort. 
 
PICK-UP TIME: 
Ikego departure time - 0445 (by request only) 
 
TOUR SCHEDULE: 
0530  Depart from behind MWR Building (behind STARBUCKS) 
0815  Arrive Fuji Peace Park 
0915  Depart Fuji Peace Park 
1100  Arrive Mt. Fuji Fifth Station/lunch 
1230  Depart Mt. Fuji Fifth Station 
1330  Arrive Fujisan World Heritage Center 
1430  Depart Fujisan World Heritage Center 
1445  Arrive Sengen Shrine 
1545  Depart Sengen Shrine 
1600  Arrive Oshino Eight Ponds 
1700  Depart Oshino Eight Ponds 
  Drop-off at Ikego 
2030  Arrive behind MWR Building 

 
FOR DETAILS, CONTACT ITT AT 241-5056. 

http://bit.ly/MTFUJI

